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with	what	most	people	had	said	on	-fer.	Hitte and Heiðrún were easier to deal 
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The	first	task	was	relatively	easy	to	complete.	I	read	The Oxford Dictionary 
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I	will	try	to	write	approximately	800	entries.	It	is	amazing	how	many	common	
words	ended	up	among	those	chosen.	Boy and girl,	lad and lass,	Cockney and cub,	

















to	ignore	The Gentleman’s Magazine,	The Saturday Review,	The Essex Review,	
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preparation:	The Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE)	in	Madison,	
Wisconsin	(Fred	Cassidy	was	still	active,	and	DARE’s	team	remained	my	lifelong	





The	more	articles	 I	 read	(and	I	 read	 them	literally	by	 the	hundred),	
the	clearer	it	was	becoming	to	me	that	the	familiar	phrase	of unknown ety-
mology	should	be	taken	with	a	huge	grain	of	salt.	Dictionaries	developed	
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Those	interested	in	learning	more	about	my	work	can	consult	my	three	books:	
Word Origins… and How We Know Them: Etymology for Everyone.	Oxford:	Oxford	
University	Press,	2005	(there	also	is	a	2012	revised	paperback	edition),	An Analytic 
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